
A new feature is available and it controls 
the way a table or list is displayed.   
 
The tradi-
tional way 
of display-
ing  a table 
is shown 
here.  This 
method 
uses a 
fixed space 
font. 
 
The same 
data can 
now be 
displayed 
in what we 
refer to as 
the Grid 
method 
and is 
shown 
here. 
 
What are 
the differ-
ences and why would you want to 
change?   
 
Mostly, it is a matter of taste.  The grid 
method uses the Arial font which many 
people feel is easier to read.  The column 
headings appear in bold.  If you like how a 
spreadsheet appears, you will like the 
Grid method. 
 
The font is smaller, too.  This means that 
if you felt the traditional table display was 
hard to see, you may not like this method 
even though the font is easier to read. 
 
Because the font is slightly smaller, the 
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On September 20, 
2012, ArcSys will be 
holding its first User 
Conference at the 
Salt Lake City Mar-
riott Downtown at 
City Creek.  Classes 
covering “Wow, I 
Didn’t Know That”, 
Report Building, 
Menu Customiza-
tion, and Meaning-
ful Use are among 
the hi-lites. Check 
out 
www.arcsysmed.com 
for more details. 
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Inside this issue: grid method can display 20% more lines of 
data on one screen.  This means that you 
will be paging up and down, less. There are 

vertical lines which make the display colum-
nar in appearance and lends to ease of 
reading—especially when there is a lot of 
data. 
 
Lastly, this new approach opens the door for 
future enhancements since each “cell” can 
be addressed and have functions assigned 
to it. 
 
How to set up?  First of all, you need to have 
access to the Company Builder screen.  In 
this screen there is a new field called “Grid 
style users”.  Enter a comma-separated list 
of users, or * for all users. 

http://www.arcsysmed.com
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Spawning and Skyscrapers 

from room to room on floor 2.  This is really like going 
from task B to C, D, and E in the example given 
above. 
 
But, when you wanted to go to task F, you were magi-
cally moved to floor 3 of the skyscraper.  Since you 
are on floor 3, you can go to any room on the floor 
and bring up other screens and data.  Conceivably, 
you could put yourself in a situation where you go to 
floor 4, and so forth.  (There is a practical limit, the 
software won’t let you go over the 9th floor.) 
 
The only way you know you are getting moved to an-
other floor is that a message will appear. 

 
Once you are in such a screen, the help message at 
the top of the screen will briefly flash in pink as you 
move from field to field. 
 
(For what it is worth, you have no capability to do any-
thing similar to the above on your browser or smart 
phone.) 
 
There is one more subject to address regarding the 
subject of spawning.  On your menu is an icon that 
looks like: 
 
When you click this menu option, this actually creates 
another skyscraper and puts you on its ground floor.  
(You will get a warning for the first 4 times you try do-
ing this.  After that, the software assumes you know 
what you are doing and won’t pester you anymore.)  
Since you are in another Windows session 
(skyscraper) you can do things independent of the 
first session where you started.  And, of course, you 
can continue making more skyscrapers until the city 
planning authority (data base license availability) puts 
a halt to your escapades. 
 
With a little experimenting on your part, you can test 
these features.  It has purpose and utility and you will 
find times when it is quite beneficial.   

For whatever reason, it always seems like the subject 
of “Red Planet Spawning” always needs further ex-
plaining. Thus, this article will attempt to provide suf-
ficient illumination that those who are hopelessly lost 
on the subject will find their way out of the cave. 
 
Spawning is an ArcSys computer mechanism that 
allows you to suspend what you are doing (task A) 
and start something else (task B).  When you are fin-
ished with B, you return to A and resume what you 
were doing.  Why the word “spawn”?  It is monosyl-
labic, it implies creating something different, and the 
word sticks in your head. 
 
You are quite accustomed to this process.  You start 
in a menu (task A), choose an option and a screen 
appears (task B).  When you finish with B, the menu 
reappears.  
 
Nothing hard to understand.  Where it can get com-
plex is when there are additional buttons that allow 
you to go elsewhere.  For instance, let’s say you are 
in the patient registration screen and we will call this 
task B.  On the screen is a button named Schedule.  
When you click this button you start up task C.  On 
choosing a date and doctor you then click on the Ap-
pointments button.  This starts task D.  You click on 
an open slot and this starts task E. 
 
Good so far?  Now, let’s say you get into the patient 
field, do a cross reference lookup, and you can’t find 
the person you were looking for.  So you click on the 
button, Makenew, and now you’ve started task F.  
Task F  looks just like the screen back at B.   But, in 
F, you can bring up a whole different patient or cre-
ate a brand new patient.  (And, if you were really 
brave, you could click on the Schedule button inside 
task F… ) 
 
Once you were finished with task F, you would es-
cape back to E, D, C, and finally B.  The tricky part is 
when you get side-tracked when you are in F and 
completely forgot about B. 
 
So what does this have to do with skyscrapers, you 
may well ask?  Imagine a building with many floors.  
The layout on each floor is exactly the same with the 
exception of the ground floor.  You can think of the 
ground floor as being the menu—task A  When you 
get in the elevator, there is only ONE floor that you 
can get to, 2.  Floor 2 is like task B.  You can move 


